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AFTER OVER THREE YEARS, MALDIVES REJOINS
COMMONWEALTH

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Commonwealth of Nations

The Maldives on Saturday re-joined the Commonwealth, more than three years after the Indian
Ocean island nation quit the association amid mounting criticism of its human rights record then.

In 2016, the Maldives pulled out of the Commonwealth terming “unjust” the grouping’s decision
to penalise the country over former President Mohamed Nasheed’s controversial ouster in 2012.
It followed the Commonwealth Ministerial Action Group (CMAG)’s warning to Maldives of
suspension from the bloc, voicing “deep disappointment” over the country’s lack of progress in
resolving the political crisis during former President Abdulla Yameen’s presidency, whose
authoritarian slant sparked concern domestically and internationally.

However, months after President Ibrahim Mohamed Solih won the 2018 presidential elections,
promising to restore democracy, he wrote to the Commonwealth, requesting to re-join the bloc.

Following the island nation’s readmission Commonwealth Secretary-General Patricia Scotland
said: “The reform process under way in Maldives aligns with the values and principles of the
Commonwealth and we encourage the nation to continue on this path.”

President Solih said in a tweet: “A short while ago, I had a conversation with the
Commonwealth’s Secretary General who informed me that the Maldives has been formally
reinstated into the Commonwealth as its 54th member state. We shall long strive to uphold the
Commonwealth’s values of democracy and human rights.”

India lauds inclusion

The Government of India congratulated the Government of Maldives on its readmission to the
Commonwealth of Nations as its 54th member. “India has always been a key supporter of
Maldives’ readmission and for it to play a larger role in international organisations and the comity
of nations. We are committed to working closely with Maldives on shared Commonwealth goals
like development, democracy and peace,” the Ministry of External Affairs said in a statement.

New Delhi-Male ties witnessed a significant shift following the poll defeat of former President
Yameen, perceived to be a friend of China. India said it would continue working with Maldives in
achieving its “democratic and developmental aspirations.”
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OPERATION VANILLA BRINGS ISLAND CLOSER
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Africa, African Union (AU) and India

Timely help:Indian envoy Abhay Kumar, second from left, with Prime Minister Christian Lois
Ntsay in Madagascar.PTI  

India’s flood relief mission to Madagascar will be followed up this week with the island’s Defence
Minister Rakotonirina Leon Jean Richard visiting Lucknow and Delhi from Tuesday — the first
such high-level trip since Delhi incorporated the island off the coast of Africa into the “Indian
Ocean Region (IOR)”.

Mr. Richard is expected to discuss implementing a memoradum of understanding on defence
cooperation signed during President Ramnath Kovind’s visit to Antananarivo in March 2018. The
Minister will travel first to Lucknow to attend the Defexpo, and later attend the India-Africa
Defence Ministers’ conference in Delhi, and hold a bilateral meeting with Defence Minister
Rajnath Singh on Thursday.

Strategic capability

Mr. Richard will discuss the devastation in Madagascar due to flooding after a cyclone and
heavy rain in the island’s north-west left at least 31 dead and affected nearly 1,00,000 people.

Last week, the Indian Navy conducted “Operation Vanilla”, with INS Airavat delivering relief
material such as food, clothing, medicines and water. Officials said the humanitarian gesture by
New Delhi also showcased India’s strategic capabilities in the furthermost islands of the IOR.

“ INS Airavat delivers relief supplies to cyclone-hit Madagascar. SAGAR Policy at work — India
as an early responder,” External Affairs Minister S. Jaishankar tweeted about the operation on
Sunday, referring to India’s policy of “Security and Growth for All in the Region (SAGAR)” for
IOR islands.

The SAGAR concept was announced by Prime Minister Narendra Modi in March 2015, during
his visit to Mauritius and other Indian Ocean islands. At the time, Madagascar, Comoros and the
French island of Reunion were a part of the East and South Africa Division at the External
Affairs Ministry.

Reworked approach

However, recently the Ministry decided to include the three islands as part of the IOR (Indian
Ocean Region) desk along with Sri Lanka, the Maldives, Mauritius and the Seychelles. In a
December 16 circular on the decision, it said the incorporation of the “Vanilla islands” as they
are called, reflected “the growing strategic importance of the Indian Ocean Islands within the
framework of Indo-Pacific”.

Last October, Minister of State for External Affairs V. Muraleedharan travelled to the Reunion
islands and met the leaders of all the “Vanilla islands” as well.

The inclusion of the region in the IOR signals the government’s increasing level of comfort with
the “Indo-Pacific” concept that describes the entire neighbourhood from the coast of Africa to the
U.S. west coast.
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In one of many changes effected last week to the Ministry’s organisational structure, Foreign
Secretary Harsh Shringla decided to club the entire Indian Ocean Region and the Southern and
Indo-Pacific Divisions under one Additional Secretary (Indo-Pacific).

According to officials, the specific outcomes from Mr. Richard’s visit are still being finalised, but
that the effort would be to offer Madagascar strategic cooperation similar to what is currently
shared with other IOR countries.

The Indian Navy undertakes Joint EEZ patrols with Maldives, Seychelles and Mauritius, which
have all joined India’s coastal radar chain network.

(With inputs from

Dinakar Peri)
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OLD FAULTLINES, NEW WEST ASIA
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India- West Asia

More than half a century ago, when analysts talked about war in the Middle East, they referred
to a single overarching and permanent tension which existed between Israel and Arab countries
like Egypt, Syria, Saudi Arabia and Iraq. Today, in the new Middle East — and despite the
unsolved tension between Israelis and Palestinians — the defining war is a broader struggle
among multiple players seeking regional hegemony.

Among these, there are fractious groups of militias, religious groups and tribal forces that
exercise power in much of the region. These groups have grown vastly in the past 20 years, and
many of them have been and continue to be financed and controlled by Iran and Saudi Arabia.
The Iranian revolution of 1979 galvanised Islamists across the region. But the civil war in
Lebanon and Islamist insurgency against the Soviet presence in Afghanistan, and the eight
years war between Iran and Iraq, also strengthened the hand of armed groups outside the
control of governments.

As a result, contemporary West Asia has been shifting constantly between state actors (Iran,
Turkey, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Iraq and Israel) and non-state actors (the militia groups and local
forces) that actually controlled much of the land. At times, non-state actors like the Hezbollah of
Lebanon have been more influential than the national governments.

As for the Islamic Republic of Iran, its pre-eminence in proxy wars was born out of the Iran-Iraq
war. It is in opposition to the American-Saudi support for Saddam Hussein that the Iranian
government decided to create its Shiite proxies and militias in the region.

Today, Iran considers itself as a model state, presenting itself as the self-appointed leader of the
world’s Shiite Muslims, with an emphasis on those in Iran’s near abroad. In this process of self-
affirmation, the Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) and, more specifically, the Quds
Force of Qassem Soleimani, played a key role. This is why, in all the conflicts managed by the
Quds Force, Iranian authorities have always given priority to their national-ideological interests
over regional security and stability. This could also explain why there has been a constant
preoccupation with and fear of Shiite groups among the Sunni states in the region. The Saudis
viewed Iran as a domestic threat from 1979 onwards.

Seeing the threat as intolerable, they began looking for a way to strike back. In the 1990s, Saudi
Arabia, wishing to contain Iran’s influence on the region’s minority Shiite populations, sought to
harden Sunni-Shiite rifts.

After the American invasion of Iraq and the fall of Saddam’s government, Iran was convinced
that the US and Saudi Arabia would install a pliant Iraqi government, so it raced to fill the post-
war vacuum. Iran’s leverage with Iraqi Shiite groups (Shiites are Iraq’s largest demographic
group) allowed it to control Baghdad politics and undermine the American-led occupation.

The Shiite success in Iraq reflects the effectiveness of IRGC doctrine regarding the construction,
support, and use of sectarian political and military proxies as a central tool of Iranian policy. The
late Quds Force chief, Qassem Soleimani, played a special role within Iran’s hegemonic
enterprise in the Middle East. With Soleimani killed and an imminent danger of an American
military response to an Iranian proxy aggression, Tehran will certainly expand the model it
perfected in Syria and Iraq — namely, fostering the creation of numerous smaller groups and
placing them under the general umbrella of the IRGC.
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However, despite the Iranian hegemonic presence in Iraq and Syria, some of its proxies, like the
Lebanese Hezbollah, have been suffering from decreased resources and personnel, particularly
after losing many elite commanders in the Syrian war. As for Iran’s hardliners, despite increased
regional tensions and harsher American sanctions, they are suspicious of any mediation by
countries that are allied with the US.

At the end of the day, even an ideologically-oriented country like Iran needs a breakthrough with
the Donald Trump administration if regional calm is to be restored. Maybe this is the key to
understanding the geopolitics of the new Middle East.

The writer is Noor-York Chair in Islamic Studies, York University, Toronto
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PRESS RELEASE OPENING CEREMONY INDIA-
BANGLADESH JOINT MILITARY EXERCISE SAMPRITI-
IX

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Bangladesh

Ministry of Defence

Press Release Opening Ceremony India-Bangladesh Joint
Military Exercise SAMPRITI-IX

Posted On: 03 FEB 2020 6:01PM by PIB Delhi

The Ninth edition of Indo-Bangladesh Joint Military Exercise “SAMPRITI-IX”
commenced at Umroi, Meghalaya on 03 Feb 2020. The main focus of this edition of
the fourteen days joint exercise is on Counter Terrorism Operations in mountainous
and jungle terrain. To achieve interoperability in joint operations, a Command Post
Exercise (CPX) and a Field Training Exercise (FTX) will be conducted
simultaneously. A delegation comprising of 31 officers and 138 other ranks of
Bangladesh Army and a Company Group of Indian Army will participate in the joint
military exercise.

          The Bangladesh Army contingent is led by Brigadier General Md Shafiul Azam.
Both armies would familiarise each other in various tactical drills and procedures.
Soldiers from both the armies will then graduate to joint tactical operations like
Cordon and Search, Raid and House Clearance Drills.

          “SAMPRITI-IX” started on 03 Feb 2020 with gala opening ceremony which
included an impressive parade by both the army contingents and mesmerising band
display. The parade was jointly reviewed by Brig Rajesh Sharma, Head of Indian
Army Delegation and Brig Gen Md Shafiul Azam, Head of Bangladesh Army
Delegation. The joint exercise will culminate on 16 Feb 2020 after a validation
exercise.

          SAMPRITI series of bilateral exercise is one of the major bilateral defence
cooperation initiatives between India and Bangladesh Army.

 

Col Aman Anand

PRO (Army)

(Release ID: 1601763) Visitor Counter : 174
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BHUTAN ENDS FREE ENTRY FOR INDIAN TOURISTS
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Bhutan

Ending decades of free entry to Indian tourists visiting Bhutan, the government in Thimphu has
decided to levy a daily Rs. 1,200 ($17) fee for “regional tourists” from India, the Maldives and
Bangladesh, beginning July 2020. The fee, called a Sustainable Development Fee (SDF), is
meant to help the government deal with burgeoning numbers in tourist traffic, which it is seeking
to regulate through a new tourism policy.

The decision was passed by the National Assembly on Tuesday as a ‘Tourism Levy and
Exemption Bill of Bhutan’, 2020. The SDF is considerably lower than the $65 charged to other
foreign tourists, who are also charged a compulsory flat “cover charge” of $250 per day.

Indians mainly travel to the more developed western region of Bhutan. In a move to promote
tourism in Bhutan’s eastern region as well, the government has decided to drop SDF charges for
tourists visiting 11 of 20 total districts that fall in the east from Trongsa to Trashigang.
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NAVY TO THE RESCUE
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Africa, African Union (AU) and India

INS Airavat will provide support in the relief operations in the flood-hit Madagascar. Photo
courtesy: Indian Navy  

Earlier this week, India sent an amphibious warship, INS Airavat, to Madagascar in the Indian
Ocean Region (IOR) to help in rescue efforts after the island nation was hit by a cyclone. As part
of Operation Vanilla, the Navy delivered clothing, food and medicines, and also provided diving
and communication assistance for evacuation. The move follows an appeal by Madagascar
President Andry Rajoelina for international help to deal with an unprecedented situation caused
by floods.

New Delhi’s prompt response doesn’t come as a surprise. In recent years, humanitarian
operations have emerged as a key component of the Indian Navy’s peacetime strategy in the
IOR. In March 2019, the Navy deployed four warships for relief operations when Mozambique
was hit by Cyclone Idai. Indian naval teams played a stellar role in search and rescue operations
and even set up medical camps. A few months later, the Navy sent two warships to Japan to
assist in rescue efforts following Typhoon Hagibis.

A year earlier, Indian vessels had delivered urgent medical assistance to Sulawesi, Indonesia,
after it was struck by a high-intensity earthquake. Operation Samudra Maitri was launched after
a telephonic conversation between Prime Minister Narendra Modi and Indonesian President
Joko Widodo, with naval planners mobilising assets and relief material in quick time. The Navy’s
new humanitarian approach, many say, is a maritime manifestation of Mr. Modi’s vision for the
IOR, christened SAGAR (Security And Growth for All in the Region).

Yet the Navy’s turn towards human-centred maritime security isn’t recent. It was in the aftermath
of the 2004 tsunami that naval commanders first recognised the importance of large-scale relief
and rescue missions in the IOR. For over a decade, considerable resource and energy has been
spent developing specialist capability and skills for naval humanitarian operations.

What’s new today is New Delhi’s resolve to burnish its ‘regional security provider’ credentials.
The Navy has reached out to countries across the Indo-Pacific region, with greater deployment
of assets, personnel and specialist equipment, showcasing an ability to undertake complex and
diverse missions. The highpoint of the Navy’s ‘benign’ efforts was the evacuation of over 1,500
Indian expatriates and 1,300 foreign nationals from Yemen in 2015 amid fighting for control of
Aden. Three years later, Indian naval ships were in Yemen again, to evacuate 38 Indians
stranded in the cyclone-hit Socotra Island.

The Navy’s humanitarian impulse stems from a desire to be a linchpin of security in the IOR. At
the core of the evolving operations philosophy is the concept of ‘first responder’, with the
capability and willingness to provide assistance. Such an approach has the potential to create
an extended sphere of Indian influence in the IOR. Naval leaders recognise that benign missions
help project Indian soft power and extend New Delhi’s influence in the littorals. Prompt response
during humanitarian crisis helps generate political goodwill in the neighbourhood.

Yet, there is cause for caution. While low-end naval assets in humanitarian mode create
strategic equity for India, prolonged presence of front-line warships in foreign waters has the
potential to make partners anxious. Naval power, experts underline, must be deployed
discreetly, shaping perceptions in subtle ways. The key is to not let the underlying intent of a
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mission appear geopolitical.

To ensure that motives aren’t misunderstood, and assistance provided is efficient and cost-
effective, it is best to use dedicated disaster-relief platforms. However, unlike the U.S. and China
that have in their inventory hospital ships fully equipped for medical assistance, India deploys
regular warships and survey ships converted for medical aid. India’s improvised platforms do not
match the U.S. Navy’s medical ship USNS Mercy or the People’s Liberation Army Navy’s Peace
Ark that enable specialised medical services on a more visible scale.

The Navy’s expanding array of humanitarian missions reveals a need for greater coordination
with the Indo-Pacific navies – in particular the U.S. Navy, the Royal Australian Navy and the
Japanese Self-Defense Forces — which possess significant experience and assets to mitigate
humanitarian threats.

As natural disasters in the IOR become more frequent and intense, India’s regional security role
is likely to grow exponentially. At the forefront of disaster scenarios, the Indian Navy and Coast
Guard would find themselves undertaking demanding missions. Humanitarian operations could
serve as a springboard for a larger cooperative endeavour in the maritime commons.

Abhijit Singh is a Senior Fellow at the Observer Research Foundation and a retired naval officer
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A CASE OF A MARITIME PRESENCE ADRIFT
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: UNO and its various Agencies

As the millennium dawned, the world feared that computers would crash because of the Y2K
bug. Twenty years later, as 2020 kicked in, there were fears that merchant ships would sputter
to a halt, disrupting world trade.

The reason? The International Maritime Organization (IMO), the United Nations agency tasked
with regulating shipping, had mandated that merchant ships should not burn fuel with sulphur
content greater than 0.5% beginning January 1.

Before the ban, fuel had a comfortable sulphur content limit of 3.5%, which was applicable to
most parts of the world. Despite the industry gradually gearing up to introduce the new fuel,
many industry professionals feared that the new very-low-sulphur fuel would be incompatible
with the engines and other vessel equipment.

Past mandates on sulphur limits in American waters had led to many technical problems. There
have been instances of ships having been stranded after fine particles separated out from the
fuel, damaging equipment and clogging up devices.

This has not happened so far. But the global sulphur cap is only one of the many environment-
related regulations that have been shaking up the shipping industry; the industry is generally
risk-averse and slow to accept changes. For instance, efforts are ongoing to reduce nitrogen
oxides (NOx) and ozone-depleting gases. Further, the IMO has announced an ambitious project
to decarbonise shipping in order to reduce carbon emissions. These regulations are triggering
massive technological, operational and structural changes; they come at a price which will have
to be borne to a large extent by developing countries such as India.

The IMO currently lists India as among the 10 states with the “largest interest in international
seaborne trade”. But India’s participation in the IMO to advance its national interests has been
desultory and woefully inadequate.

Shipping, which accounts for over 90% by volume and about 80% by value of global trade, is a
highly regulated industry with a range of legislation promulgated by the IMO.

The IMO currently has 174 member states and three associate members; there are also scores
of non-governmental and inter-governmental organisations.

The IMO’s policies or conventions have a serious impact on every aspect of shipping including
the cost of maritime trade. The sulphur cap, for instance, will reduce emissions and reduce the
health impact on coastal populations but ship operational costs are going up since the new fuel
product is more expensive. As refineries including those in India struggle to meet the demand,
freight costs have started moving up, with a cascading effect on retail prices.

The IMO, like any other UN agency, is primarily a secretariat, which facilitates decision-making
processes on all maritime matters through meetings of member states. The binding instruments
are brought in through the conventions — to which member states sign on to for compliance —
as well as amendments to the same and related codes.

Structurally, maritime matters are dealt by the committees of the IMO — the Maritime Safety
Committee (MSC), Marine Environment Protection Committee (MEPC), Technical Cooperation
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Committee, Legal Committee and the Facilitation Committee. Each committee is designated a
separate aspect of shipping and supported by sub-committees. Working groups and
correspondence groups support the subcommittees.

The subcommittees are the main working organs, where the proposals from a member state are
parsed before they are forwarded to one of the main committees. The main committees,
thereafter, with the nod of the Assembly, put the approved proposal for enactment through the
Convention, amendments, and codes or circulars.

Prominent maritime nations have their permanent representatives at London and are supported
by a large contingent (of domain experts from their maritime administration, seafarers and
industry associations) during the meetings. They ensure that they have representation in every
subcommittee, working group and even correspondence groups so that they are clued in.
Lobbying is key while event sponsorship generates goodwill and support.

To ensure that their maritime interests are protected, the European countries move their
proposals in unison and voting or support are given en bloc. China, Japan, Singapore, Korea
and a few others represent their interests through their permanent representative as well as
ensuring that a large delegation takes part and intervenes in the meetings.

While these countries have fiercely protected their interests, India has not. For example, its
permanent representative post at London has remained vacant for the last 25 years.
Representation at meetings is often through a skeletal delegation, approved by the Ministry.
Participation in IMO meetings is seen more as a junket. A review of IMO documents shows that
the number of submissions made by India in the recent past has been measly and not in
proportion to India’s stakes in global shipping.

There have also been obstacles in pushing issues which are of importance to India. A classic
case was the promulgation of “High Risk Areas” when piracy was at its peak and dominated
media headlines.

The IMO’s demarcation resulted in half the Arabian Sea and virtually the entire south-west coast
of India being seen as piracy-infested, despite the presence of the Indian Navy and Coast
Guard. The “Enrica Lexie” shooting incident of 2012, off the coast of Kerala was a direct fallout
of the demarcation.

The “High Risk Area” formulation led to a ballooning of insurance costs; it affected goods coming
into or out of India. It took great efforts to revoke the promulgation and negate the financial
burden. The episode highlighted India’s apathy and inadequate representation at the IMO. There
was also great difficulty in introducing the indigenously designed NavIC (NAVigation with Indian
Constellation) in the worldwide maritime navigation system.

In contrast, the European Union has a documented procedure on how to influence the IMO. New
legislative mandates, fitment of new equipment and changes to ship structural designs being
brought on have been driven by developed countries. They are not entirely pragmatic from the
point of view of India’s interests. Further, it will not be mere speculation to see them as efforts to
push products and companies based in the West.

So far, India’s presence and participation in the IMO has been at the individual level. India
should now make its presence felt so that its national interests are served. It is time India
regained its status as a major maritime power.

Captain L.K. Panda retired as Nautical Adviser to the Government of India and has represented
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India in the IMO. M. Kalyanaraman is a marine engineer-turned journalist
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INDIA TO STUDY AIR CORRIDORS WITH CENTRAL
ASIAN COUNTRIES

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Central Asia

Trade talks:Minister S. Jaishankar during the India Central Asia Business Forum in New Delhi
on Thursday.PTI  

Apart from developing trade via the Chabahar port in Iran, India would like to explore setting up
“air corridors” between India and five Central Asian nations, External Affairs Minister S.
Jaishankar said on Thursday. The air corridors — similar to what India established in 2018 with
Afghanistan — would include regular cargo flights with special clearing and customs facilities to
expedite the movement of goods, especially fresh fruit and other agricultural produce, and were
currently being discussed by the External Affairs Ministry.

“While flying time from Delhi for most of the Central Asian destinations is two hours, it may take
two months for containers sent overland from India to reach these places,” Mr. Jaishankar said
at the inaugural of the “India Central Asia Business council” which brought together Indian
businessmen and diplomats from Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and
Uzbekistan.

“Availability of air corridors can boost trade in perishable goods, agricultural and food products,”
he said. The Minister observed that it was a “matter of concern” that a lack of “overland
connectivity” — a veiled reference to barriers to transit trade through Pakistan — had kept the
total trade between India and Central Asia quite low at approximately $2 billion a year. India, Mr.
Jaishankar said, remains committed to the Chabahar port project in Iran.

Chabahar route

“India proposes to overcome this challenge through the Chabahar route. India, Iran and
Afghanistan believe that Chabahar will become the fulcrum of connectivity for Indian goods to
reach Afghanistan and further north to Central Asian states, and for the landlocked Central Asia
to find access to ocean through this port,” he said, referring to the Rs. 100-crore investment the
recent Budget has proposed to develop the Iranian port.

Businessmen and diplomats present however remained sceptical of the viability of Chabahar
without considerable progress on infrastructure. At present, most of the trade between Central
Asia goes via Bandar Abbas in Iran, northern Europe or China. In recent years, the government
has been seeking to develop more direct routes from Chabahar, a trilateral arrangement with
Iran and Afghanistan, the International North South Transport Corridor (INSTC) and becoming a
part the Ashgabat Agreement. However, the rail-link between Chabahar and the crossover into
Afghanistan is yet to be developed. At present, $1.5 billion of the $2 billion trade with Central
Asia is with Kazakhstan, and more than $1 billion of that comes from crude oil exports to India.
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INDIA, AFRICAN COUNTRIES RESOLVE TO FIGHT
TERROR

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Africa, African Union (AU) and India

Strong ties:Defence Minister Rajnath Singh speaking during the first India-Africa Defence
Ministers' Conclave.PTI-  

India and several African countries on Thursday pledged to deepen cooperation to combat the
growing threat of terrorism and preserve maritime security by sharing information, intelligence
and surveillance, in a joint deceleration adopted at the first India-Africa Defence Ministers
conclave at the ongoing Defexpo.

Defence Minister Rajnath Singh said India was geared to provide a range of military hardware to
Africa.

“We condemn, in the strongest terms, the growing threat of terrorism and acknowledge that it
constitutes a major threat to peace and security in the region. We urge all countries to take
resolute action in rooting out terrorism in all forms and manifestations, terrorist safe havens and
infrastructure, disrupting terrorist networks and eliminating financing channels and halting cross-
border movement of terrorists. We understand the need for all countries to ensure that all
territory under their control is not used to launch terrorist attacks on other countries in any
manner,” the Lucknow Declaration said, emphasising the need for stronger international
partnership in countering terrorism, including through sharing of intelligence.

The Declaration also called for strengthening the UN Counter-Terrorism mechanisms and to
ensure strict compliance with the UN Security Council sanctions regime on terrorism.
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THE HIGH COST OF RAISING TRADE WALLS
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: World Trade, WTO and issues involved

India’s international trade posture appeared to turn protectionist in the past week, with two
indicators the government sent out. The first, which played out live on television was contained
in the Union Budget announced by Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman on February 1. The
other, that went virtually unnoticed, was that India declined to attend a meeting of trade
negotiators in Bali (February 3-4) that was discussing the next step in the Association of
Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN)-led Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP)
trade agreement.

Laying out the Budget for the year, Ms. Sitharaman made several references to the problems
with free trade and preferential trade agreements (FTAs and PTAs), raised tariffs on the import
of more than 50 items, and changed the Customs Act provisions substantially to penalise
imports suspected to originate from third countries.

Ms. Sitharaman told Parliament: “It has been observed that imports under Free Trade
Agreements (FTAs) are on the rise. Undue claims of FTA benefits have posed threat to
domestic industry. Such imports require stringent checks,” adding that the government will
ensure that all FTAs “are aligned to the conscious direction of our policy”.

While the motive may be to protect Indian markets from dumping — primarily by Chinese goods
— the consequence of the changes will be to put Indian importers on notice and discourage
imports in general. Describing a new chapter incorporated into the Act, the Finance Minister said
the aim is to put “certain obligations on importers”, even as the government reserves the right to
modify or cancel preferential tariffs and ban the import or export of any goods that it deems fit.

The government’s problem with FTAs was a key theme in its decision to walk out of the RCEP
negotiations (of 16 countries) in November 2019, where Prime Minister Narendra Modi and
members of his cabinet cited the rise in trade deficits with FTA partners. The government says it
will now review all those agreements, in particular TAs signed with the 10-nation ASEAN
grouping (FTA), Japan (Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement, or CEPA) and South
Korea (CEPA), and wants to “correct asymmetry” in negotiations with new partners.

This is easier said than done. If India makes a complete break with RCEP, as its absence from
the Bali meeting indicates it is determined to, negotiating the bilateral trade agreements (TAs)
will not be a priority for the other countries until RCEP is done. The process of legal scrubbing is
likely to take most of the year, and any talks with India will probably only follow that. It is also
hard to see any of them being able to offer India a better deal bilaterally once they are bound
into the multilateral RCEP agreement.

The case of the Comprehensive Economic Cooperation Agreement (CECA) being negotiated
with Australia, which Mr. Modi hopes to give a boost to when Australian Prime Minister Scott
Morrison visits, will be a difficult task, not the least due to its history. India and Australia began
CECA talks in 2011. Mr. Modi and then-Australian Prime Minister Tony Abbott had even set a
deadline of December 2015 to complete CECA. However, talks hit a dead end in September
2015. With the focus on RCEP, no progress has been made since then.

A similar scenario awaits the announcement of the India-United Kingdom FTA talks. British
Prime Minister Boris Johnson is to visit Delhi in the next few months, while Mr. Modi heads to
the U.K. in November for an environmental summit, and their bilateral bonhomie is expected to
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boost chances of an FTA post-Brexit. However, it is unlikely that the U.K. will actually be able to
talk until next year, after terms for the U.K.’s full withdrawal from the European Union (EU) are
completed.

For the same reason, India’s talks with the EU for a Bilateral Trade and Investment Agreement
(BTIA) are unlikely to make much headway this year, although they will be in the spotlight when
Mr. Modi travels to Brussels for the EU-India summit next month. There, both sides will have to
decide how to revive from where they left off in 2013. Making the negotiations harder is the
government’s decision to scrap all bilateral investment treaties with 57 countries including EU
nations, and bringing in a new Bilateral Investment treaty (BIT) model in 2015. Only three
countries: Kyrgyzstan, Belarus and most recently Brazil have agreed to sign a new investment
treaty based on that model. Finally, there is the much anticipated resolution of U.S.-India trade
issues ahead of the visit of U.S. President Donald Trump, expected in the last week of February
that could also talks on an FTA. At present there have only been some “non-paper” talks on the
issue, and given that the U.S. has expressed deep misgivings about India’s BIT model, these
talks will also take several years to come to fruition.

While the absence of a TA with any country does not mean that trade will not grow, other
changes in the world trading order may become significant hindrances when added to this
present scenario. The decline of multilateralism, accelerated by retrenchment of the U.S. and
China’s intransigence have all meant the World Trade Organization (WTO) has lost steam as a
world arbiter. This leaves states that are not part of arrangements without a safety net on
dispute settlement mechanisms.

Second, the government has invoked the massive $57-billion trade deficit with China to explain
protectionist measures, but it forgets its own trade surpluses with smaller economies, particularly
in the neighbourhood, where Indian exports form more than 80% of total trade with Nepal,
Bangladesh, Bhutan and Sri Lanka, respectively. Even with Pakistan, before India cancelled
most favoured nation (MFN) status and Pakistan suspended all trade, in 2019, India’s exports
stood at about $2.06 billion of a total of $2.55 billion.

Third, it is clear that most of the world is now divided into regional FTAs, including the North
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) for North America, the Southern Common Market
(MERCOSUR for its Spanish initials) for South America, the EU, the Eurasian Economic Union
(Russia and neighbours), the African Continental Free Trade Agreement (AfCFTA), the Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC) FTA in West Asia, and now the biggest of them all, RCEP, which
minus India, represents a third of the world’s population and just under a third of its GDP.

With the door to RCEP all but closed, and the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation
(SAARC) virtually abandoned, India is not a part of any regional FTA. Finally, the trend across
the world does not favour trade in services the way it does in goods, as most countries have
turned migration-averse. India’s strength in the services sector and its demand for more mobility
for Indian employees, is thus becoming another sticky point in FTA negotiations.

The debate over trade is as much about India’s leadership ambitions in the world, and the
factors that could inhibit its rise. It would be hard to argue that India can rise in Asia without
closer trade links with the East or the backing of South Asia.

India’s demographic might is certainly attractive for international investors, but only if that vast
market has purchasing power and is not riven by social unrest and instability. Historically, the
decline of colonial powers and more ancient empires can be traced to times when they turned
inward and disengaged from foreign trade. It flows logically that in the modern, economically
interconnected and technologically inseparable world, India’s global rise cannot but be
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accompanied by an open mind on trade as well.
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LUCKNOW DECLARATION ADOPTED AT THE 1ST
INDIA-AFRICA DEFENCE MINISTERS CONCLAVE, 2020

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Africa, African Union (AU) and India

Ministry of Defence

Lucknow Declaration Adopted at the 1st India-Africa
Defence Ministers Conclave, 2020

Posted On: 06 FEB 2020 6:57PM by PIB Delhi

The first India-Africa Defence Ministers’ Conclave held in Lucknow on February 06, coinciding
with DefExpo-2020, adopted the Lucknow Declaration. Following is the full text of the
declaration: 

1.         We, the Defence Ministers and Heads of Delegation from African countries and the
Defence Minister of the Republic of India held the first ever India Africa Defence Ministers’
Conclave during the 11th edition of the biennial defence exhibition DEFEXPO INDIA 2020 at
Lucknow, India on 6th February 2020. 

2.         We recall the Declarations adopted during the India-Africa Forum Summit in New Delhi
(8-9 April 2008); India-Africa Forum Summit-II held in Addis Ababa (24-25 May 2011) and the
Third India-Africa Forum Summit (26-30 October 2015) in which the Delhi Declaration 2015 and
the India-Africa Framework for Strategic Cooperation further cemented our multi-faceted
partnership. We welcome the organisation of this first IADMC in the run-up to India-Africa Forum
Summit-IV. 

3.         We vividly recall India’s contribution to defence and security in the African continent
through setting up of Defence Academies and Colleges in Nigeria, Ethiopia and Tanzania;
deployment of training teams in several African countries including Botswana, Namibia, Uganda,
Lesotho, Zambia, Mauritius, Seychelles, Tanzania; goodwill ship visits; provision of defence
equipment and ammunitions and various other measures, including Defence Training
Programmes. We also acknowledge contribution of Indian defence forces in humanitarian
assistance and disaster relief operations such as during cyclone IDAI in Mozambique in 2019
and evacuation of stranded persons of 41 countries through Djibouti on 2018 and various other
such operations over the years, including in Madagascar. 

4.         We appreciate initiation of Africa India Field Training Exercises with the first ever
AFINDEX in March 2019 and agree that it will further strengthen cooperation in defence
preparedness and security. 

5.         We recognise that peace and security are a key priority for both India and African
countries. More so, "Silence The Guns: Creating conducive conditions for African Development”
is the African Union’s theme of the year. This vision is to achieve ‘a conflict-free Africa, prevent
genocide, make peace a reality for all and rid the continent of wars, violent conflicts, human
rights violations, and humanitarian disasters. During the deliberations between Indian and the
AU delegations at the recent mid-term review of IAFS-III in September 2019, both sides agreed
to explore possibilities of further cooperation in Peace and Security including support for
initiatives such as Silence the guns by 2020, the African Standby Force, Maritime Security
among other areas. 
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6.         India has participated in almost all the peacekeeping operations in Africa, along with
many other African countries. We recall joint efforts of India and Africa in peacekeeping and anti-
piracy operations. We agree to further strengthen our cooperation in enhancing peacekeeping
capacity and peace- building efforts including support to the African Standby Force (ASF) and
through courses, such as those at the centre for UN Peacekeeping (CUNPK) in New Delhi and
by other Peacekeeping Training Centres in Africa. We take this opportunity to underline the
need for greater involvement of the Troop Contributing Countries, members of the UN, not only
in the above- mentioned areas but in decision-making process as well.

7.         We commit to continue our collaboration in the fields of peace and security including
conflict prevention, resolution, management and peace building through exchange of expertise
and training, strengthening regional and continental early warning capacities and mechanisms,
enhancing the role of women in peace keeping and propagating the culture of peace. We agree
to continue to collaborate in peace and security through exchange of experts and expertise,
training programs and capacity building, enhance support towards peacekeeping and post
conflict reconstruction in Africa. We welcome the establishment of the African Union's
International Centre for Conflict Resolution, Peace keeping and Peace building in Cairo as a
major contribution to peace and security in Africa. 

8.         We call for deeper cooperation in the domain of defence industry including through
investment, joint ventures in defence equipment software, digital defence, research &
development, provisioning of defence equipment, spares and their maintenance on sustainable
and mutually beneficial terms. 

9.         We recognise the common security challenges such as terrorism and extremism, piracy,
organised crime including human trafficking, drug trafficking, weapon smuggling and others and
we agree to collaborate to tackle them together. 

10.       We condemn, in the strongest terms, the growing threat of terrorism and acknowledge
that it constitutes a major threat to peace and security in the region. We urge all countries to
take resolute action in rooting out terrorism in all its forms and manifestations, terrorist safe
havens and infrastructure, disrupting terrorist networks and eliminating financing channels and
halting cross-border movement of terrorists. We understand the need for all countries to ensure
that all territory under their control is not used to launch terrorist attacks on other countries in
any manner. We emphasize the need for stronger international partnership in countering
terrorism and violent extremism, including through increased sharing of information and
intelligence. 

11.       We call for strengthening the UN Counter-Terrorism mechanisms and to ensure strict
compliance with the UN Security Council sanctions regime on terrorism. We urge the
international community to envisage the adoption of Comprehensive Convention on International
Terrorism in the UNGA. We agree to further enhance cooperation and coordination between
Africa and India to combat terrorism in all its forms and manifestations and to combat
transnational crime. 

12.       We recognize the importance of the oceans and seas to the livelihoods of our peoples
and that Maritime security is a pre-requisite for the development of Blue or Ocean economy. We
seek to increase our cooperation in securing sea lines of communication, preventing maritime
crimes, disaster, piracy, illegal, unregulated and unreported fishing through sharing of
information and surveillance.

13.       We seek to significantly increase maritime security through mutual cooperation. Such
cooperation will include, but will not be limited to, increased cooperation in securing sea lines of
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communication, preventing transnational crimes of piracy, trafficking of drugs, arms and humans
through surveillance. 

14.       We encourage enhanced cooperation between India and Africa on the evolving concept
of Indo-Pacific and welcome the AU vision for peace and security in Africa that coincides with
India's vision of SAGAR (Security and Growth for all in the Region). 

15.       We support the great strides in reducing the number of violent conflicts in the African
continent. We intend to continue to support the African Union Mission in Somalia (AMISOM) and
other Africa led efforts to enhance peace and security.

16.       We support initiatives such as African Peace and Security Architecture (APSA), Silence
The Guns in Africa and Agenda 2063. 

17.       We, the Defence Ministers and Heads of Delegation from African countries thank the
Government of India for taking the initiative of organising the first ever India-Africa Defence
Ministers Conclave and convey our gratitude for the hospitality extended to us. The Defence
Minister of India (The Raksha Mantri) takes this opportunity to thank the Defence Ministers and
Heads of Delegation from African countries for their participation in the first ever India-Africa
Defence Ministers Conclave. 

18.       We propose that Defence Ministers from African countries and India meet regularly in
future at mutually convenient time and venue.

 

ABB/SW/GP/PS/Rajib

(Release ID: 1602300) Visitor Counter : 677
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DELHI-COLOMBO TIES ARE ON THE RIGHT PATH
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Sri Lanka

Feb 10, 2020-Monday
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Sri Lankan Prime Minister Mahinda Rajapaksa sent out a message by choosing India as the
destination for his first trip abroad after assuming office, and also struck the right notes in New
Delhi by saying the changes made by the Indian government in Jammu and Kashmir last year
were the country’s internal affair. Mr Rajapaksa also discussed cooperation in counterterrorism
with his Indian counterpart, Mr Narendra Modi, and ways to take forward the use of two lines of
credit totalling $450 million offered by India last year. However, Mr Rajapaksa sought to strike a
balance between Sri Lanka’s ties with India, and those with other regional players, such as
China and Pakistan, describing India as a “relation” and the others as friends. He also noted
Pakistan’s help in the war with the Tamil Tiger rebels and China’s help in rebuilding Sri Lanka
after the war, which ended when the Sri Lankan Army launched a massive offensive under Mr
Rajapaksa’s leadership.

Mr Modi used Mr Rajapaksa’s visit to raise India’s concerns about the incomplete process of
reconciliation and the devolution of powers to Sri Lanka’s Tamil minority, saying the government
in Colombo must rise to the occasion to meet the Tamil people’s expectations for equality,
justice, peace and respect by implementing the 13th amendment to the constitution, which
envisages giving more powers to Tamil-inhabited areas of the island nation. Mr Rajapaksa and
his brother, President Gotabaya Rajapaksa, however, have shied away from committing to the
full implementation of the 13th amendment. The Sri Lankan president has even said there
couldn’t be full devolution of powers against the wishes of the Sinhala majority and Mr
Rajapaksa, while speaking to a section of the Indian media, too, ruled out any resolution in the
Tamil-inhabited areas that isn’t acceptable to Sri Lanka’s majority community. Clearly, both
sides will have to do some manoeuvring to ensure they reach common ground on this touchy
issue.
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U.S. NOD FOR AIR DEFENCE SYSTEM SALE TO INDIA
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - USA

The U.S. Department of State has approved the potential sale of a $1.867 billion Integrated Air
Defence Weapon System (IADWS) to India. The potential sale, which is being processed via the
Foreign Military Sales (FMS) route, is now before the U.S. Congress for consideration, with a
30-day window for Congress to raise any objections to the sale.

“The Integrated Air Defence Weapon System, also known as the National Advanced Surface to
Air Missile System (NASAMS), provides integrated air missile defence and is currently deployed
around Washington, DC,” a Department of State spokesperson said. “The IADWS system
includes radar, launchers, targeting, and guidance systems, advanced medium-range air-to-air
missile (AMRAAM) and Stinger missiles, and related equipment and support.”

The government had asked to buy an IADWS comprised of five AN/MPQ-64Fl Sentinel radar
systems; 118 AMRAAM AIM-120C-7/C-8 missiles; three AMRAAM Guidance Sections; four
AMRAAM Control Sections and 134 Stinger FIM-92L missiles, as per a statement from the State
Department.

Also included are 32 M4A1 rifles; 40,320 M855 5.56mm cartridges; Fire Distribution Centres
(FDC); Handheld Remote Terminals; Electrical Optical/Infrared (EO/IR) Sensor Systems;
AMRAAM Non-Developmental Item-Airborne Instrumentation Units (NDI-AIU); Multi-spectral
Targeting System-Model A (MTS-A); Canister Launchers (CN); High Mobility Launchers (HML);
Dual Mount Stinger (DMS) Air Defence Systems; Vehicle Mounted Stinger Rapid Ranger Air
Defence Systems, the statement said.

Communications, testing and training equipment and documentation and technical and logistics
support are also part of the package, as per the statement.
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2020-02-12

FIRST CALL: ON INDIA-SRI LANKA TIES
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Sri Lanka

By making New Delhi their first stop abroad, Sri Lanka’s new President Gotabaya Rajapaksa,
who visited in November, and Prime Minister Mahinda Rajapaksa, after a five-day tour, have
signalled hope of beginning a new India-Sri Lanka chapter. Contrary to their last stint which
ended in 2015, when Mahinda Rajapaksa was President, and his younger brother Gotabaya
was Defence Secretary, and ties underwent a strain for several reasons, New Delhi too has
indicated that it would like to make a fresh start, working on development projects, including a
joint India-Japan proposal for the East Container Terminal at Colombo. Mahinda Rajapaksa has
also discussed extending the $400-million Line of Credit and India’s further assistance for
nationwide housing. Air connectivity to Sri Lanka’s north and east is already being improved —
there is a flight from India to Jaffna, and another one being proposed for Batticaloa. On security,
Mr. Rajapaksa and Prime Minister Narendra Modi discussed intelligence sharing, training and
the utilisation of a special $50-million Line of Credit extended by India after last year’s Easter
Sunday bombings. India, Sri Lanka and the Maldives are expected to revive their trilateral on
security, including joint maritime security talks and anti-terror cooperation. Finally, Mr.
Rajapaksa reaffirmed his belief that among Sri Lanka’s friendships, India is seen as a “relative”,
given their history and culture.

The bonhomie is palpable, but the faultlines were also visible. Prime Minister Modi said India
hopes that the “expectations of the Tamil people for equality, justice, peace, and respect” would
be realised and that devolution of powers according to the 13th amendment would be taken
forward. Mr. Rajapaksa has given no commitment on this and said, in an interview to The Hindu,
that he favoured the 13A but not solutions that were “unacceptable to the majority [Sinhala]
community”. India’s case for the special status for the North and East also comes across as
contrary to the Modi government’s strong stand about removal of the special status for Jammu
and Kashmir. Mr. Rajapaksa has ruled out taking forward the MoU signed by his predecessor
Ranil Wickremesinghe allowing Indian participation in energy and infrastructure projects in
Trincomalee; an Indian stake in “Mattala airport” is not on the cards either. However, of note is
his appeal for India to help Sri Lanka deal with its debt crisis — nearly $60-billion outstanding in
foreign and domestic, and about $5-billion a year in repayments. New Delhi must consider his
request for a three-year moratorium and be upfront about its response, in contrast to the past
when New Delhi did not take up an offer to develop Hambantota port, and ceded space to
China. Ignoring or rebuffing the new request could damage bilateral ties far more.
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ONE ASIA, TWO PERSPECTIVES
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India's Foreign Policy evolution and changes

In 1968, Gunnar Myrdal, distinguished Swedish economist and later a Nobel Laureate,
published his three-volume Asian Drama. Its subtitle, An Inquiry into the Poverty of Nations,
reflecting Adam Smith’s An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations, was
meant to convey that it should be seen as a modern epic.

That the economies of Asian countries, perhaps mainland Asian countries excluding Japan,
were in dire poverty in the early part of the 20th century was widely accepted. But in the middle
of the century they became independent countries and UN members that called for necessary
changes in diplomatic parlance. The poor countries became “underdeveloped” (and rich
countries “developed”) and development became the central idea in official and scholarly
discourse. And soon the crux of the problem was identified too. The underdeveloped economies
were caught in a “low-level equilibrium trap” — low incomes, low savings, low investment — and
thus a built-in inability to grow. The remedy, of course, was foreign aid accompanied by labour-
intensive technologies.

Myrdal refused to fall in line. It is hazardous to summarise what took Myrdal 2,000 pages to
analyse Asian countries and then to arrive at his own pessimistic conclusion about the
continent’s prospect. As an economist, he used the standard concepts of the profession, but
what he put forward as the “social system” had additional features: attitude towards life and work
and institutions in general. Expounding these special features of Asia took the major part of
Asian Drama.

Myrdal made a comparison of “Western values” and “Asia Values”. Among the latter he included
survival mindedness; irresponsiveness to opportunities for betterment; scorn for manual labour;
unwillingness to work for others; superstitious beliefs and irrational outlook; submission to
authority and exploitation; low aptitude for cooperation. Combine these with what Myrdal
considered to be institutions specific to Asia — underdeveloped institutions for enterprise,
employment and credit; imperfections in the authority of government agencies; low standards of
efficiency and integrity in public administration. Add to these the caste system and the joint or
extended family, and Asia emerges substantially different from western nations. He was willing
to concede that radical policy measures could bring about change in Asian countries, but
thought that social, cultural and religious attitudes made it virtually impossible to realise changes
via that route. Asian countries, therefore, were caught in a poverty trap, he felt.

While working on Asian Drama, Myrdal was possibly not aware that another scholar was
working on Asian economic development in historical perspective. Angus Maddison in several of
his historical studies in the late 1970s and early 1980s, especially The World Economy in the
Twentieth Century (1989) pointed out that in 1820, just two centuries ago, Asia accounted for
almost two thirds of the world population and three fifths of the world’s income. China and India
put together accounted for half the world population and world income. That is, Asia (China and
India in particular) was not always at the bottom of the pit and poverty was not its characteristic
feature.

Another recent study on Asia is Resurgent Asia: Diversity in Development by Deepak Nayyar
(Oxford, 2019). Some readers may remember that he was one-time Chief Economic Adviser,
Government of India as also Vice-Chancellor, Delhi University. In the book, he recalls that when
Asian Drama came out in 1968, he was a graduate student in Oxford University and that the
pessimistic outlook about Asia was widely prevalent in academic circles. Nearly 50 years later
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(and after holding academic positions in different parts of globe and authoring many books), he
decided to take a closer look at Asia, by now noted for its diversity in development.

Nayyar saw that the two Asian giants, China and India, contributed close to 60% of the global
manufacturing production and an even larger proportion of manufactured exports until around
1750. However, over the next two centuries, the Industrial Revolution in Britain brought about a
radical transformation of the situation that changed the profile completely, except for the outlier,
Japan. During the second half of the 20th century, the situation has changed again as is widely
known. It began with the East Asian tigers, South Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong and Singapore.
Soon others joined, Malaysia, Thailand and Indonesia; then, of course, China and India. The
economic profile of Asia has completely changed.

These changes indicated too that Asia cannot be and should not be treated as a single unit;
social, cultural and economic conditions are significantly different among Asian countries, much
more than in other continents, Europe for instance. Initially, the author considers four sub-
regions, East Asia, South East Asia, South Asia and West Asia, and then 14 states. The states
are China, South Korea and Taiwan in the East; Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore,
Thailand and Vietnam in Southeast, Bangladesh, India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka in the South and
Turkey in the West.

The colonial era witnessed a precipitous decline in Asia’s economic position. By 1962, Asia’s
share in the world population diminished to 50%, while its share in global income fell sharply to
15%. And by 1965-70, Asia was the poorest continent. For China and India taken together these
shares plunged to 35% and 8%, respectively. The share of China and India in world
manufacturing production collapsed from 47% in 1830 to 5% in 1963. By the second decade of
the present century, things had changed drastically, but also differentially in the subregions and
countries. East Asia was the leader and South Asia was the laggard with South East Asia in the
middle.

Taking the Asia-14 together, the author describes the economic growth of the past 50 years as
“stunning” with China being the star performer. In all instances where growth was impressive,
high levels of investment and savings were the main drivers which must have come as a bit of a
shock to all who in an earlier period considered the Asian “poor” countries of being incapable of
generating high savings. The pattern in many countries including China was rapid investment
growth coinciding with increasing exports. Education too contributed towards raising growth
rates. Many countries have been experiencing lower levels of growth in the 21st century.

Nayyar then turns to the structural transformation of economies which goes with economic
growth. What is considered as the standard pattern is for labour force to move from agriculture
(A) to manufacturing and industry (M) and then to services (S) and this pattern is seen in the
case of South Korea, Taiwan and Singapore. In India and several other countries in South East,
there was an exit from A, not much into M, but significantly into S.

The move into the S sector was partially into productive activity, but more so into transactions of
different kinds, including stock market activities. It also manifests as unemployment and under-
employments of various shades.

Of equal importance is the fact that the big economies of Asia, notably China and India which
began their development strategies as closed economies opened up to international trade and
capital movements subsequently, and have become notable players in what since the turn of the
21st century at least has come to be referred to as “the global economy”.

Nayyar also notes that the growth of the Asia economies has considerably reduced the
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percentage of their population considered to be below the poverty line. But that has been
accompanied by sharp increases in inequalities of income and more so of wealth in democratic
India and even communist China which also raises questions about the future. Obviously the
transformation of Asia during the past 50 years has been phenomenal, and there can be little
doubt that in the next 50 years, Asia’s multifaceted economic performance will continue and by
the beginning of the next century, if not earlier, China will overtake the United States as the
largest economy. Indeed, three other economies to claim top positions will most likely be from
Asia — India, Indonesia and Japan and many other Asian countries may also do well, a far cry
from the pessimism that was the cardinal note of Myrdal’s Asian Drama. And yet there will be
problems too. Absolute poverty may be minimal by 2030, but the poverty-inequality-
unemployment nexus may continue. There are also the challenges of technology and
environmental consequences. But these are global issues and will affect other economies also.
Nayyar’s concluding words are optimistic. “There can be little doubt that, circa 2050,... Asia will
account for more than one-half of world income, and will be home for more than one-half the
people on earth. It will, thus, have an economic and political significance in the world that would
have been difficult to imagine fifty years ago....”

C.T. Kurien is formerly, Director, Madras Institute of Development Studies
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SHRI AMIT SHAH INAUGURATES TWO-DAY BIMSTEC
'CONFERENCE ON COMBATING DRUG TRAFFICKING',
IN NEW DELHI TODAY

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: BIMSTEC and India

Ministry of Home Affairs

Shri Amit Shah inaugurates two-day BIMSTEC 'Conference
on Combating Drug Trafficking', in New Delhi today

Zero Tolerance Policy to realise PM’s vision of a Drug-free
India; India would not allow Illicit Drug trade to happen
within its boundaries: Shri Amit Shah

India will not allow drugs from any country of the world to
enter into our country nor will allow it to go out of the
country: Home Minister

Bay of Bengal littoral States are focus of India's
‘Neighbourhood First’ and ‘Act East’ policies: Shri Amit
Shah 

All Nations to join hands and supplement each other's
efforts in fighting Drug menace, as this global scourge
cannot be fought by any country individually

Posted On: 13 FEB 2020 2:46PM by PIB Delhi
The Union Minister for Home Affairs, Shri Amit Shah inaugurated the two-day BIMSTEC (Bay of
Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral Technical and Economic Cooperation) 'Conference on
Combating Drug Trafficking', in New Delhi today. He congratulated the Narcotics Control Bureau
(NCB) for organising this important conference and welcomed the delegations, coming from the
Partner Nations including Bangladesh, Bhutan, Myanmar, Nepal, Sri Lanka, Thailand and
different State Governments of India, in the conference. Home Minister also released the
administrative and operational manuals of NCB on the occasion.
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that it is a burning global issue that plagues every Nation, especially the Bay of Bengal littoral
States. It is thus very important for all countries to engage with each other to exchange ideas,
policies and best practices in order to combat this menace, he said.

The Home Minister talked about Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi's vision to end the global
drug menace and recalled the 2018 Kathmandu BIMSTEC conference where PM invited the
Partner Nations to India, while announcing the current conference on Combating Drug
Trafficking. Shri Shah quoted the PM and said that there is no nation in the world that is not
affected by global terrorism, transnational crimes and illicit drug trafficking. He expressed
confidence and hope that this conference would open new avenues and generate new solutions
to combat the menace of drug trafficking in the region.

The Home Minister assured the delegates that under Prime Minister Modi's vision of a Drug-free
India, Government of India has devised a well laid out strategy to ensure inter agency
coordination and revamp the prosecution mechanism to end the menace of drug trafficking. He
stated that India would not allow illicit narcotics and psychotropic substances trade to happen
within its boundaries. “We will not allow drugs from any country of the world to enter into our
country nor will allow it to go out of the country”, he added.

Talking about the zero tolerance policy followed by Government of India against narcotic drugs
and psychotropic substances trade, Shri Shah talked about various steps taken by India on
national as well as international levels, including those at UN, INTERPOL, to combat this
menace. The Home Minister said that India taking the lead in organising this BIMSTEC
conference would act as the harbinger of new avenues within the region that will help bringing
other Nations on such similar platforms to find solutions to tackle drug trafficking. He also termed
the Bay of Bengal littoral States as the focus of India's ‘Neighbourhood First’ and ‘Act East’
policies and India being the largest country in the region will not shy away from its
responsibilities in fighting drug trafficking and terrorism.

Talking about the seriousness of the drug trafficking issue, Shri Shah quoted the UN's World
Drug Report and said that over 5% of the global population between 15-64 years of age is
addicted to narcotics and use of illicit drugs. The Home Minister expressed concern that the rate
of addiction is showing a fast increase i.e. a 30% rise in the last 10 years. He termed drug
addiction as a curse for mankind as it not only kills the addict but also destroys families as well
as the society, besides fuelling the evil of global terrorism and transnational crimes through its
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dirty money. Shri Shah cited an estimate of over $ 400 billion of yearly illicit drug trade
happening globally, giving an idea of the size of the mammoth issue facing humanity.

 

The Home Minister laid emphasis on the need for all Nations to join hands and supplement each
other's efforts in fighting this menace, as this global scourge cannot be fought by any country
individually. He laid emphasis that Nations of the BIMSTEC are especially affected by illicit drug
trade, transnational crimes and terrorism, making it all the more important to use platforms like
this conference to devise coordinated strategies in ending the evil from its roots. Shri Shah
described how Indian security agencies have worked brilliantly to cease over 2 metric tonnes of
illicit heroine till September 2019 as compared to 1.2 metric tonnes in 2018. He also said that
Manipur and Mizoram having borders with Myanmar and other coastal States are sensitive and
may become a gateway for illicit drugs entering India, which needs to be prevented.

 

Talking about the steps taken by Government of India in combating the drug trafficking Shri
Shah said that the Union Government has laid down a well thought out strategy to increase
coordination among the agencies of the Centre as well as States and the Home Ministry has
established a joint coordination committee to increase surveillance over drug trafficking. The
Ministry has also started an e-portal for digitalisation of drug data that may be utilized by various
drug enforcement agencies. In the last 5 years, Over 1.89 lakh Narcotics cases have been
registered in India, in which over 2.31 lakh drug smugglers have been arrested by the agencies
including over 1500 foreign nationals, he said.

The Home Minister also informed that the Ministry is about to establish a training centre for NCB
officials regarding enforcement of drug laws, at Bhopal. To fight this global menace, India has so
far signed 26 bilateral agreements, 15 MoUs and 2 security pacts with other countries. India has
devised a strategy to increase awareness to dissuade the use of internet and social media in
illicit drug trade. Further, Government of India has issued notification regarding the registration
of B2B companies in order to prevent the online sale of narcotics and illicit drugs, he added.

Concluding his address, Shri Shah called upon the BIMSTEC Partner Nations to come together
and work in a coordinated fashion to uproot the evils of illicit drug trade and global terrorism by
establishing infrastructure for information sharing, training of drug enforcement officials, ensuring
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interoperability of law enforcement agencies to take coordinated action for devising new
strategies to prevent the use of over 900 newly developed synthetic psychotropic substances
that fall out of the international drug control regime net. He also said that there is a need for the
scientific community to engage in research in making the pharmaceutical sector independent of
the use of narcotic drugs and for this there is need to invest more in R&D sector.

 

Other dignitaries present on the occasion included MoS (External Affairs), Shri V.
Muraleedharan, Secretary General, BIMSTEC, Shri Shahid-ul-Islam and senior officers of Union
and State Governments.
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INDIA ASSUMES PRESIDENCY OF UN BODY ON
MIGRATORY SPECIES FOR 3 YEARS

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: UNO and its various Agencies

Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change

India assumes presidency of UN body on Migratory Species
for 3 years

Conservation of wildlife and habitats part of the cultural
ethos of India for ages: Prime Minister

India COP kicks off the super year of biodiversity

COP in India will mark the start of focused attention to
migratory species and their habitats: Union Environment
Minister

Posted On: 17 FEB 2020 2:05PM by PIB Delhi

The Thirteenth Conference of the Parties to the Convention on Migratory Species kicked off
in Gandhinagar today in the presence of senior government officials, environment advocates,
activists, researchers and biodiversity leaders from as many as 130 countries.

Inaugurating the key UN Summit via video conferencing Prime Minister Shri Narendra
Modisaid that the CMS COP13 is of particular significance to India, which is known for its rich
biodiversity and is one of the seven megadiverse countries in the world.

“India has four biodiversity hotspots – Eastern Himalayas, Western Ghats, Indo Myanmar
landscape and Andaman and Nicobar Islands and home to as many as 500 species of
migratory birds from across the globe”, said the Prime Minister.

India is one of the most diverse countries of the world. With 2.4% of world’s land area, it
contributes about 8% of the known global biodiversity: PM @narendramodi

— PMO India (@PMOIndia) February 17, 2020

The Prime Minister stressed that his government is committed to championing sustainable
lifestyle, conservation and a green development model. He further added that in India’s role
as the COP President in the next three years, it will look at conserving the Central Asian
Flyway. To achieve this, India has prepared a National Action Plan. He further added that
India is keen to facilitate action plans of other countries in this regard and aims at taking
conservation to a new paradigm with active cooperation from all.

As President, India shall also look at strengthening cooperation with ASEAN countries for

https://twitter.com/narendramodi?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/PMOIndia/status/1229270947107987457?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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Indo-Pacific activities and conservation of marine biodiversity. He also added that India has
launched the Marine Turtle Policy and Marine Standing Policy to address pollution caused by
micro-plastics in the marine ecosystem. Other areas that will be under focus include
transboundary cooperation, establishment of eco-development committees etc.

The Conference kicks off ‘“Super Year for Environment”, which will include a UN Summit in
September and culminate in the UN Biodiversity Conference at the end of 2020, when a new
global biodiversity strategy for the next decade will be adopted - the Post-2020 Global
Biodiversity Framework.

India today assumed COP Presidency for the next three years with a focus on Collaborative
Approach to tackle Biodiversity Issues. Assuming the presidency the Union Minister Shri
Prakash Javadekar said that CMS is very important to India and is at an exciting moment of
development and the COP in India will mark the start of focused attention to migratory
species and their habitats.

“Migratory birds, mammals and aquatic species are increasingly in danger on their migration
routes and countries need to work together to protect them.  For India, caring about these
species is part of our ethos to protect all animals and natural life on earth. India is very happy
to host CMS COP13.", said the Union Minister.

Stressing the urgency to take collaborative action towards conservation, CMS Executive
Secretary Ms Amy Fraenkel said: “COP13 comes at a critical time for wildlife conservation,
with continued downward trends of habitat loss and species decline.

Among others Chief Minister Shri Vijay Rupani and Minister of State for Environment and
Forests Shri Babul Supriyo were also present at the opening ceremony.

The Convention on Migratory Species is the only multilateral treaty dedicated to addressing
the needs of migratory species and their habitats on a global scale. The conference will set in
motion actions needed to better protect migratory species that rely on multilateral
cooperation for their survival.”

Migratory species of wild animals move from one habitat to another during different times of
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the year, due to various factors such as food, sunlight, temperature, climate, etc. The
movement between habitats, can sometimes exceed thousands of kilometers/miles for some
migratory birds and mammals. A migratory route will typically have nesting sites, breeding
sites, availability of preferred food and requires the availability of suitable habitat before and
after each migration.

India is home to several migratory species of wildlife including snow leopard, Amur falcons,
bar headed Geese, black necked cranes, marine turtles, dugongs, humpbacked whales, etc.
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CHINA THANKS INDIA FOR SUPPORT DURING HEALTH
CRISIS

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - China

Sun Weidong  

China appreciates the support and solidarity that India has extended in its fight against COVID-
19, Beijing’s envoy said on Tuesday. At a press conference, Sun Weidong said China and India
had been in close contact to deal with the threat, and promised that Beijing would look after
Indian nationals in China as its own.

“Virus is borderless and a common threat to everyone in the world. Facing this common
challenge, we need to strengthen cooperation, enhance mutual understanding, show solidarity,
and jointly overcome difficulties,” Mr. Sun said emphasising that the threat from the virus would
be defeated by the joint efforts of China and the global community. He said kind gestures from
common people in India had left a lasting impression on him.

The envoy said the infection was “preventable, controllable and curable” and that China had
acted in a decisive manner to deal with the public health crisis. The embassy here had
established a “contact mechanism” with the Health Ministry of India for regular updates.

On February 9, Prime Minister Narendra Modi wrote to President Xi Jinping extending India’s
assistance to fight the outbreak. External Affairs Minister S. Jaishankar had spoken to his
counterpart, Wang Yi, and sought an objective evaluation of the crisis. “We appreciate and thank
the solidarity and support rendered by India,” the envoy said.

Economic impact

Elaborating on the multi-layered measures activated by Beijing, he highlighted the roles played
by President Xi and Premier Li Keqiang in setting up emergency measures. He acknowledged
that the health crisis had made a “certain impact” on the Chinese economy but described the
setback as “local, temporary and limited”.

“So far there is no report of infection for the Indian citizens in China,” he added.

The envoy said both China and India were facing similar public health challenges and there was
“huge potential” for collaboration. “We are ready to explore opportunities with India for
cooperation in areas of public health and science,” the ambassador added.
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VISA POWER: THE HINDU EDITORIAL ON
DEPORTATION OF BRITISH LABOUR MP DEBBIE
ABRAHAMS OVER KASHMIR

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India's Foreign Policy evolution and changes

The government has explained its decision to detain and deport British Labour MP Debbie
Abrahams, saying that she had attempted to enter India on an “invalid visa”, as the government
had revoked her e-business visa three days prior to her travel. It also seems clear that the
decision to revoke the visa was prompted by her frequent criticism of India on the issue of
human rights in Jammu and Kashmir, and a proclivity towards echoing Pakistan’s line on the
issue. After the government’s amendment to Article 370 in August, Ms. Abrahams, who is the
Chairperson of the U.K.’s All-Party Parliamentary Group on Kashmir, had stepped up her
campaign, and raised the issue of J&K in the British Parliament as well. The government has not
explained, however, how someone it considers so inimical to Indian interests received a one-
year business visa in the first place in October 2019, and why it took four months to cancel it.
Eventually, its reaction to her arrival in New Delhi, detaining and questioning her before
deporting her was nothing short of ham-handed. To be clear, the government is well within its
rights to deny entry to anyone that it desires to. However, if its plan was to avoid public criticism
of its actions in J&K or of its democratic values, then its treatment of the MP has only ended up
having spotlighted its actions even more. Parallels will also be made to the response to
criticism from the U.S. Congresswoman Pramila Jayapal, who like Ms. Abrahams has family
ties with India, and co-sponsored a House resolution critical of India on J&K. External Affairs
Minister S. Jaishankar, in Washington in December, cancelled a meeting with the influential
House Foreign Affairs Committee as a snub to Ms. Jayapal, instead of trying to engage her at
the meeting. The government is apparently banking on the fact that Ms. Jayapal and Ms.
Abrahams are from Opposition parties, and hence it will not face adverse consequences from
the Trump administration or the Johnson government.

Where governments like those in Turkey and Malaysia have themselves been critical, India’s
response has been equally sharp: the démarche to the Turkish Ambassador this week and
travel advisories issued earlier to Indians travelling to Turkey, or the trade restrictions on palm oil
imports, most of which are from Malaysia, are notable examples. New Delhi’s anger over
negative comments by Turkish President Erdoan or Malaysian Prime Minister Mahathir
Mohamad on India’s “internal affairs” would seem more valid if it was not at the same time
organising groups of envoys to visit J&K and encouraging them to express their positive
opinions on the situation there. In the same vein, the boycott or deportation of politicians, visa
denials to foreign journalists, all appear to be a part of a pattern of whimsical behaviour not
suited to a democracy like India that prides in its traditions of openness and debate.
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INDIA AND NORWAY STRENGTHEN PARTNERSHIP ON
BLUE ECONOMY

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Europe, European Union (EU) and India

Ministry of Earth Science

India and Norway strengthen partnership on blue economy

Posted On: 18 FEB 2020 10:03PM by PIB Delhi

India’s Minister for Earth Sciences, H.E. Dr Harsh Vardhan, and Norway’s Minister for
Climate and Environment, H.E. Mr Sveinung Rotevatn, opened the India-Norway
Task Force on Blue Economy for Sustainable Development today. The two countries
also commenced a new collaboration on Integrated Ocean Management & Research.

 

As a part of the Joint Initiatives, several projects on combating Marine Litter are
already being implemented. Today, the two Governments signed a Letter of Intent
confirming that they will develop a new framework for collaboration on Integrated
Ocean Management and Research. The letter of intent was signed in the presence of
Mr. Ratan P. Watal, Member Secretary, EAC to PM; H.E. Hans Jacob Frydenlund,
the Norwegian Ambassador to India; Ms Nina Rør, Deputy Director General, Ministry
of Climate and Environment, Norway; Mr. M. Rajeevan, Secretary, Ministry of Earth
Sciences, Govt. of Indiaand Dr. Sumita Misra, Senior Adviser, EAC to PM.

 

“Managing the resources in the oceans in a sustainable manner is a matter of mutual
interest and concern for both countries. The fact that Norway and India are
commencing a new initiative is a signal that the cooperation between the two
countries is growing even stronger, making the Indo-Norwegian Ocean Cooperation a
key pillar in the bilateral relationship,” said Dr Harsh Vardhan at the signing
ceremony.
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In addition, Minister Rotevatn highlighted that “the Norway-India cooperation in the
field of oceans is based on our shared interest in the blue economy and the
sustainable use of marine resources, as well as a desire to advance scientific
knowledge about our oceans. Norway and India are engaging on ways to ensure
integrated ocean management at the government level. At the same time, Norwegian
companies and private institutions are increasingly seeking opportunities with Indian
counterparts, making India an even more significant partner for Norway.”

The India-Norway Task Force on Blue Economy for Sustainable Development was
launched jointly by the Indian Prime Minister Mr Narendra Modi, and the Norwegian
Prime Minister Ms Erna Solberg, during her visit to India in January 2019. The
purpose of the task force is to develop and follow up joint initiatives between the two
countries. The meeting on February 18th 2020 is the third meeting of the Task Force.
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Economy is its ability to mobilise relevant stakeholders from both Norway and India at
the highest level, and ensure continued commitment and progress across ministries
and agencies.   
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‘ARUNACHAL AN INTEGRAL AND INALIENABLE PART
OF INDIA’

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - China

Indian leaders visit Arunachal Pradesh in the way they visit any other part of India, said the
External Affairs Ministry in response to China’s objection to Home Minister Amit Shah’s visit to
the Himalayan State.

“Our position on Arunachal Pradesh is clear and consistent. It is an integral and inalienable part
of India. Objecting to the visit of Indian leaders to a State of India does not stand to reason and
understanding of the Indian people,” said the official spokesperson of the Ministry, Raveesh
Kumar.

The Home Minister visited the State on Thursday to attend the 34th statehood day but China’s
Foreign Ministry spokesperson Geng Shuang said Beijing “never recognised the so-called
Arunachal Pradesh”.

“China is firmly opposed to the Indian politician’s visit to the southern part of China’s Tibet region
as it violated China’s territorial sovereignty, undermined stability of the border area, sabotaged
political mutual trust and violated relevant bilateral agreement,” Mr. Geng said.

Objecting to the visit of Indian leaders to a State of India

does not stand to reason and understanding of the Indian people

Raveesh Kumar

Official spokesperson, MEA
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IRAN-US TENSIONS AND THE INDIAN DILEMMA
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed & developing countries

on India's interests

Relations between the United States and Iran have been more than tense for a number of years.
Both sides have used outright methods of warfare and assassinations, along with several
attempts at punitive economic and political sanctions. Despite everything, the Iran nuclear deal
is hanging by a thread, the question being, what implications could this have for India?

India would like to expand its economic ties with Iran but tensions between Tehran and
Washington are hampering New Delhi’s efforts. The European Union has also tried to salvage
its relationship with Iran by means of a special trade mechanism but the strategy has proved to
be less than effective.

Opinion | India cannot afford to take sides in US-Iran tensions. But New Delhi must
activate its regional diplomacy

India of course has significant interests in the Persian Gulf region, both economically and
politically. Iran emerged as the top buyer of Indian tea in 2019. As per the latest figures, the
Islamic Republic imported 53.5 million kilograms of tea from India last year, a rise of 74% from
2018.

The tea deals were made possible by an Indian rupee-based payment system set up by both
countries in order to circumvent economic sanctions imposed by the US. “This boost really has
come because of the rupee-rial trade arrangement that we have had with Iran,” Azam Monem, a
director at McLeod Russel India Ltd., told Bloomberg. The company is among India’s largest tea
exporters. “India’s diplomacy should allow us to remain a partner to Iran where we supply
humanitarian aid, tea and rice,” Monem said.

Despite this rise in tea exports, an expansion of India-Iran commercial ties has been impeded by
tensions in the Gulf region.

In early January, days after the US killed the head of the Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps’
Quds Force, Qassem Soleimani, Indian Foreign Minister Subrahmanyam Jaishankar made two
urgent phone calls: one to US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo and the other to Iranian Foreign
Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif. During these conversations, the Indian foreign minister urged
both sides to keep tensions as low as possible.

Explained | Iran-US tensions: Why few expect a full-blown war but no one rules it out

The Iranian port of Chabahar offers an excellent example regarding what might be at stake for
India in the face of rising tensions between Iran and the US. To expand the port, Iran had joined
forces with India and Afghanistan.

Chabahar’s strategic location on the Gulf of Oman means that to reach it ships do not have to
pass through the Strait of Hormuz which has become a flashpoint in the rising geopolitical
tensions in the region over the past few months. The US, for its part, appears not to be bothered
unduly by the Chabahar port. On the contrary, American officials view it as an opportunity to
promote Afghanistan’s economy, which is why they did not include it in their sanctions list.

Nevertheless, Indian investors and firms became cautious in the face of US sanctions and held

https://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/us-iran-tensions-drone-attack-general-qassem-soleimani-killed-6214989/
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back from investing in Chabahar. This reluctance, in turn, prompted the Indian government to
slash the budget allocated for the port by around two-thirds. After repeated assurances from the
US that the port would not be included in the sanctions list, Indian businesses are now beginning
to consider investing again. However, these investments are not aimed solely at Iran. In line with
India’s “neighborhood first” policy, the port is considered to have the potential to become an
important gateway to Afghanistan and Central Asia, and ultimately even to Europe.

Also Read | High turnout in Iran election will display unity against ‘enemies’: Iran’s
Khamenei

The conflict between Iran and the US could have other far-reaching consequences. The Strait of
Hormuz, for instance, is particularly important for the global supply of crude oil.

A quarter of the world’s oil and a third of its natural gas are transported via this waterway. India
sources 65 per cent of its oil imports through this shipping route. If this traffic were to be
interrupted or even impaired due to military tensions, it would have a severe impact on the
global price of oil. This became apparent shortly after the killing of Soleimani, when the oil price
rose briefly to over $70 (€64.2) per barrel.

A sharp spike in the price of oil would have dramatic consequences for India. Expert opinion has
it that for India, a jump of just $10 per barrel would push up inflation by 0.4 per cent. The poorer
sections of Indian society would be the first to feel the effect. Also the Indian government’s
efforts to boost domestic consumption would be derailed by a rapid price rise.

Also read | Soleimani killing: Unease in India over fallout, relations with US and Iran

A conflict in the Gulf would also possibly have an impact on the approximately eight million
Indians who reside and work in the region. If the situation forces them to quit their jobs and head
home to India, the country would lose around $40 billion they transfer home every year.

In the narrow and immediate perspective, India’s relationship with the Saudi peninsula is more
important than its relationship with Tehran. The UAE is India’s third largest trade partner and
also a major investor. Modi has targeted the Saudi and UAE sovereign wealth funds for
promoting infrastructure construction in India. They see India’s growing economy as a major
destination for investment. And it appears that India has dealt itself out of the game by tamely
skewing its Middle East policy in favour of the informal US-Saudi-Israel coalition.

Iran, on the other hand, being one of the three pillars of India’s regional policy in West Asia, was
given short shrift as New Delhi cravenly went along with Trump’s ‘maximum pressure’ policy on
Iran. Firstly, given the draconian nature of US sanctions, India would have had to be very
courageous indeed in challenging the US, a possibility which was and remains fairly unlikely.
Secondly, Prime Minister Modi, who had made successful forays to the UAE and Saudi Arabia,
probably calculated that getting investments from these oil-rich kingdoms was equivalent to a
bird in hand over the bird in the bush, or whatever possibilities and potentialities Iran might have
to offer. As such, Modi loosened India’s traditional and successful policy of maintaining a
balanced relationship with Iran, Saudi Arabia and Israel.

Needless to say, Iran does not have that kind of spare wealth, nor is it a destination for the
Indian diaspora. For India, its value lies in its vast oil and gas resources as well as in its
geopolitical location and its market potential. Iran provides the route through which India,
blockaded by Pakistan, can fulfill its Eurasian ambitions. That is why the upcoming visit of US
President Donald Trump may be significant in defining the US-Iran relationship. Otherwise the
dilemma can be expected to continue.
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The story comes in special arrangement with DW. Debarati Guha is Head of Asia at
Deutsche Welle (DW).

 The Indian Express is now on Telegram. Click here to join our channel (@indianexpress)
and stay updated with the latest headlines
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INDIA, MALDIVES AGREE TO TAKE ON TERRORISM,
RADICALISATION

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Indian Ocean Island nations

Common goals:Home Minister Amit Shah with his Maldivian counterpart Sheikh Imran Abdulla in
New Delhi on Friday.PTI-  

Union Home Minister Amit Shah met his Maldivian counterpart on Friday and discussed bilateral
cooperation in the fields of counter-terrorism and counter-radicalisation, among other things.

A statement issued by the Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) said Mr. Shah and the Home Minister
of Maldives, Sheikh Imran Abdulla, discussed issues of mutual interest in the area of security
and law enforcement cooperation.

“Welcoming the strengthening of India-Maldives Partnership, the Ministers welcomed the
expansion of bilateral cooperation between India and Maldives in diverse fields, including
policing and law enforcement, counter-terrorism, counter-radicalisation, organised crime, drug
trafficking and capacity building,” the statement said.

The meeting was also attended by Union Home Secretary Ajay Kumar Bhalla and other senior
officers from both sides. The delegation also met chiefs of the National Investigation Agency, the
Narcotics Control Bureau, the Central Bureau of Investigation and the Enforcement Directorate.
“Prior to arriving in Delhi, the delegation also visited the Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel National
Police Academy (SVPNPA), Hyderabad, and the Gujarat Forensic Sciences University (GFSU),
Gandhinagar,” the statement said.
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DELHI’S POLITICAL DECISION TO STAY WITH GHANI
UNDERLINES ITS UNFLINCHING LOYALTY TO THE
CURRENT REGIME IN KABUL

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Afghanistan

Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s congratulatory message to Ashraf Ghani, who was declared re-
elected as president of Afghanistan earlier this week, was certainly not a routine diplomatic
courtesy. Delhi appears to have taken a deliberate decision to ignore the considerable political
controversy surrounding Ghani’s re-election. Delhi is among the few international entities to
have endorsed the results from an election that was conducted nearly five months ago and has
been the subject of a protracted dispute and painful recounting of votes. On Tuesday, election
officials had declared that Ghani had secured a little above 50 per cent of the vote needed to
avoid a run-off between the top two candidates. Ghani’s principal rival, Abdullah Abdullah, an old
friend of India, has called the announcement a “coup”, demanded that the election officials be
stopped from fleeing the country, and threatened to form a parallel government involving all
sections of the Afghan political spectrum. Abdullah is currently the Chief Executive Officer of the
Afghan government.

Abdullah was also a contender for the presidency in the earlier election held in 2014 and
disputed the proclamation of Ghani as the winner. But the US stepped in to broker a power-
sharing agreement between Ghani and Abdullah. This time, though, there is no indication so far
that the US, the principal international guarantor of the Kabul regime, is interested in a mediation
between Ghani and Abdullah. For Washington, pacifying the factional fights in Kabul has
become secondary to its current efforts to find a peace settlement with the Taliban. The two
sides have agreed upon a week-long reduction of violence on the Taliban’s part, to be followed
by negotiations between various Afghan groups on the transition to a political arrangement in
Kabul. The US has promised to schedule a withdrawal of its troops in Afghanistan in sync with
the advances in the peace process.

That Kabul was not a part of the negotiations with the Taliban had already begun to erode the
political legitimacy of the government led by Ghani. As the Trump Administration prepares to
downsize its military presence in Afghanistan, if not fully withdraw, and paves the way for
Taliban’s return to power, the political prospects for a coherent Kabul look rather dim. Delhi’s
political decision to stay with Ghani, at least for the moment, underlines its unflinching loyalty to
the current regime in Kabul. One would presume, however, the decision is a temporary one. For
good or bad, the post-Taliban order is breaking down in Kabul, and sooner rather than later,
Delhi will have to make significant revisions to its Afghan policy.
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DUAL CITIZENSHIP: ON REGULARISING STAY OF SRI
LANKAN REFUGEES

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Sri Lanka

The contentious Citizenship (Amendment) Act, 2019, has again triggered an ill-advised demand
for dual citizenship to Tamil refugees from Sri Lanka. This refuses to leave public discourse
despite the constitutional and legal position being clearly against the grant of dual citizenship
per se. As on date, no Indian citizen holds the citizenship of any other country. Even when the
Centre amended the Citizenship Act in 2003 to introduce the Overseas Citizens of India (OCI)
scheme for sections of the Indian diaspora, all it provided was a limited version of ‘dual
citizenship’ which came without political rights and with a bar on purchase of agricultural land. It
would defy logic, then, to seek dual citizenship for those who are not Indian nationals. The
Centre has consistently favoured voluntary repatriation of refugees to Sri Lanka. Given the
possible effect on the demographic mix there, New Delhi, quite rightly, is not in a mood to confer
Indian citizenship on them. Although the Central and State governments do a lot to make the
refugees’ stay comfortable, most of them are regarded as illegal migrants, as they arrived with
no valid travel documents. In the run-up to the 2016 Assembly elections, the then Tamil Nadu
Chief Minister, Jayalalithaa, flagged the issue of dual citizenship. Since then, representations
have been made regularly to the Centre. Governor Banwarilal Purohit too referred to the
demand in his Assembly address last month. Early this month, the government told the Rajya
Sabha that neither the Constitution nor the CAA permitted dual citizenship. This ought to put an
end to the debate, which will otherwise create false expectations among the refugees.

At the same time, given the need to treat the refugees in a humane manner and in the absence
of a law on refugees, the Centre should stop seeing Sri Lankan refugees as “illegal migrants”;
they entered India with the knowledge and approval of Indian authorities. As for those who wish
to remain in India for studies or to earn a livelihood, the authorities should tweak the OCI
Cardholder scheme or offer an exclusive long-term visa. By this, the stay of 95,000-odd
refugees in Tamil Nadu will be regularised. As for those keen on returning home but are unable
to do so for want of support from Sri Lanka, New Delhi should lean on Colombo to help enable
their early return. Besides, the two countries should formulate a scheme of structured assistance
to expedite voluntary repatriation, which is moving at a snail’s pace even a decade after the civil
war ended. These steps can lead to a lasting resolution of issues concerning those who have
been in India for over 30 years.
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A U.S. STRATEGY ONLY MEANT TO ISOLATE CHINA
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - USA

Since 2017, the United States government has released a few reports and fact sheets on its new
Indo-Pacific Strategy. It’s impossible to analyse these texts and the speeches by high officials of
the U.S. government because they are largely made up of empty phrases. For instance, what
does the U.S. mean when it says that the Indo-Pacific Strategy is going to promote “free, fair,
and reciprocal trade”? Each of these terms — ‘free’, ‘fair’, and ‘reciprocal’ — need elaboration.
But over hundreds of pages there is no explanation of any of these phrases. Buried in these
documents is a much deeper agenda of the U.S. government: to use three large Asian states —
Australia, India, and Japan — to isolate China. There is nothing else to it.

The U.S. government has made it clear that what it finds most objectionable is China’s Belt and
Road Initiative (BRI), which has signed on more than 70 countries in the world. Adopted in 2013,
the BRI is intended as a mechanism to end China’s reliance upon the markets of the West and
to develop new markets in other continents; it is also intended to use China’s massive surpluses
to build infrastructure in key parts of Africa, Asia, and Latin America. By 2027, according to
estimates by Morgan Stanley, China will spend about $1.3 trillion on this ambitious construction
project. Even Saudi Arabia, a close ally of the U.S., has made the BRI one of the cornerstones
of its Saudi Vision 2030 plan. While China has invested $68 billion to build the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor from Xinjiang to Pakistan’s Gwadar Port, Saudi Arabia has agreed to invest
$10 billion in the port itself.

The scale of Chinese investment, and the participation of a range of countries with different
political identities in the BRI, is staggering. At the Indo-Pacific Business Forum in July 2018,
which was hosted by the U.S. government — tellingly in Washington D.C. — the U.S. bragged
that it has spent $2.9 billion through the Department of State and the USAID (United States
Agency for International Development). It has lined up hundreds of millions of dollars more
through its U.S. Millennium Challenge Corporation (MCC) and the Overseas Private Investment
Corporation. If you add up all the money that the U.S. intends to spend for economic projects, it
is still a fraction of the amount spent by China. There is no appetite in Washington, D.C., with its
‘America First’ attitude, to funnel more money towards investments in the region currently being
built by the BRI.

It appears as if U.S. investments will come only with military claims. Nepal is currently debating
whether it should accept $500 million from an MCC grant; will this money mean that the Nepali
government would have to allow U.S. troops and U.S. bases in the country? This would be
objectionable to the Communist government in Kathmandu. A few years ago, Nepal discovered
a large amount of uranium in Mustang, near the Nepal-China border; this has certainly motivated
U.S. interest in Nepal’s economy. If the U.S. money comes with U.S. military presence, this will
create a serious flashpoint in the Himalayas.

Unable to outspend the Chinese, the U.S. government is making a rhetorical argument that it
has more respect for “transparency, human rights, and democratic values” than China, which
“practices repression at home and abroad” (‘A Free and Open Indo-Pacific’, November 2019).
Documents such as these are plainly rhetorical. It is hard to imagine the U.S. being “transparent”
with its trade deals. It is equally hard to imagine the U.S. being able to argue that it would not put
countries into debt. Libraries are filled with documents that show how the U.S. government
enabled a massive Third World debt crisis in the 1980s, which was then used by the U.S.-driven
International Monetary Fund’s Structural Adjustment Programs to strangle countries in Africa,
Asia, and Latin America. This history is alive, and it makes a mockery of the U.S.’s attempt to
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say that its own approach is superior to that of China’s.

Apart from that, the U.S. government has already indicated that it is uninterested in multilateral
deals — it withdrew from the Trans-Pacific Partnership in 2017, for instance. Australia and
Japan shrugged, and then put their energy into the Regional Comprehensive Economic
Partnership, which sidelines the U.S.

In May 2018, the U.S. military’s Pacific Command was renamed the Indo-Pacific Command, a
symbolic gesture that provides a military aspect to the Indo-Pacific Strategy. The U.S.
government has made it clear that for all its talk of a “free and open Indo-Pacific”, what it actually
wants is an Indo-Pacific with fewer Chinese ships and more U.S. warships. Just before this
renaming, the U.S. National Security Strategy of 2017 noted that “China seeks to displace the
United States in the Indo-Pacific region”, and so the Indo-Pacific Strategy intends for the U.S. to
fight for its dominance in the Pacific Ocean, the Indian Ocean, and in the Asian rim. This is a
very dangerous war that the U.S. seeks to impose on Asia.

As the military aspect of the Strategy increased, both Australia and Japan edged away from full-
scale adoption of the U.S. project. Japan has begun to use the term “Indo-Pacific” without the
word “Strategy”, while Australia has signed onto a “comprehensive strategic partnership” with
China. Only India remains loyal to the agenda set by U.S. President Donald Trump, who has
arrived here with nothing but a bag full of tricks. In all the documents released by the U.S.
government and in all the speeches by officials, there is no discussion of the strategy to contain
China. There is only rhetoric that skates into belligerent territory.

India would be advised to study the U.S. project rather than jump into it eagerly. Room for an
independent foreign policy for India is already narrowed, and room for an independent trade
policy is equally suffocated. To remain the subordinate ally of the U.S. suggests that India will
miss an opportunity to be part of a reshaped Asia.

Vijay Prashad is the Director of Tricontinental: Institute for Social Research
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DOCUMENTS CONCLUDED DURING THE STATE VISIT
OF PRESIDENT DONALD J. TRUMP OF THE USA

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - USA

Prime Minister's Office

Documents concluded during the State Visit of President
Donald J. Trump of the USA

Posted On: 25 FEB 2020 3:35PM by PIB Delhi
 

Sl.No Title
Nodal Entity on the India

side
Nodal Entity on the US

side

1
Memorandum of
Understanding on Mental
Health

Department of Health and
Family Welfare of the
Government of the Republic
of India

Department of Health and
Human Services of the
Government of the United
States of America.

2
Memorandum of
Understanding on the Safety
of Medical Products

Central Drugs Standard
Control Organization within
the Directorate General of
Health Services of the
Ministry of Health and Family
Welfare of the Republic of
India

Food and Drug
Administration of the
Department of Health and
Human Services of the
United States of America.

3 Letter of Cooperation
Indian Oil Corporation
Limited and ExxonMobil
India LNG Limited

Chart Industries Inc.
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JOINT STATEMENT: VISION AND PRINCIPLES FOR
INDIA-U.S. COMPREHENSIVE GLOBAL STRATEGIC
PARTNERSHIP

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - USA

Prime Minister's Office

Joint Statement: Vision and Principles for India-U.S.
Comprehensive Global Strategic Partnership

Posted On: 25 FEB 2020 6:30PM by PIB Delhi

The President of the United States of America, the Honorable Donald J. Trump, paid
a State Visit to India on 24-25 February 2020, at the invitation of Prime Minister Shri
Narendra Modi.

Comprehensive Global Strategic Partnership

As the leaders of sovereign and vibrant democracies recognizing the importance of
freedom, equal treatment of all citizens, human rights and a commitment to the rule of
law, Prime Minister Modi and President Trump vowed to strengthen a India-U.S.
Comprehensive Global Strategic Partnership, anchored in mutual trust, shared
interests, goodwill and robust engagement of their citizens.

Prime Minister Modi and President Trump pledged to deepen defence and security
cooperation, especially through greater maritime and space domain awareness and
information sharing; joint cooperation; exchange of military liaison personnel;
advanced training and expanded exercises between all services and special forces;
closer collaboration on co-development and co-production of advanced defence
components, equipment and platforms; and partnership between their defence
industries.

Noting that a strong and capable Indian military supports peace, stability, and a rules-
based order in the Indo-Pacific, and reaffirming his pledge to support the transfer to
India of advanced U.S. military technology, President Trump welcomed India’s recent
decision to procure MH-60R naval and AH-64E Apache helicopters. These
capabilities will advance shared security interests, job growth and industrial
cooperation between both countries. As India works to acquire new defence
capabilities, President Trump reaffirmed India’s status as a Major Defense Partner
affording it the highest consideration for procurement and technology transfer
purposes. The leaders looked forward to early conclusion of defence cooperation
enabling agreements including Basic Exchange and Cooperation Agreement.
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Prime Minister Modi and President Trump resolved to enhance security of their
homelands through cooperation and to jointly fight international crimes like human
trafficking, terrorism and violent extremism, drug-trafficking and crimes in cyberspace.
They welcomed the decision by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security and
India’s Ministry of Home Affairs to reinvigorate the Homeland Security Dialogue. As a
demonstration of their shared commitment to combatting the threat that illicit drugs
pose to their citizens, they announced their intent to establish a new Counter-
Narcotics Working Group between their respective law enforcement agencies.

Prime Minister Modi and President Trump recognized the increasing importance of
the trade and investment dimension of the India-United States relationship, and the
need for long-term trade stability that will benefit both the American and Indian
economies. They agreed to promptly conclude the ongoing negotiations, which they
hope can become phase one of a comprehensive bilateral trade agreement that
reflects the true ambition and full potential of the bilateral commercial relations,
advancing prosperity, investment, and job creation in both countries.

Prime Minister Modi and President Trump welcomed growing links between India and
the United States in trade and investment in hydrocarbons. Through their Strategic
Energy Partnership, India and the United States are seeking to enhance energy
security, expand energy and innovation linkages across respective energy sectors,
bolster strategic alignment, and facilitate increased engagement between industry
and other stakeholders. Prime Minister Modi and President Trump noted the potential
for the U.S. to meet India’s goal to diversify its import base for coking/metallurgical
coal and natural gas, welcoming recent commercial arrangements intended to
accelerate access to LNG in the Indian market. Prime Minister Modi and President
Trump encouraged the Nuclear Power Corporation of India Limited and
Westinghouse Electric Company to finalize the techno-commercial offer for the
construction of six nuclear reactors in India at the earliest date.

Prime Minister Modi and President Trump expressed satisfaction with their
longstanding and practical collaboration in science, technology and innovation. They
welcomed an endeavour by Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO) and
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) for development and launch
in 2022 of a joint mission with the world’s first dual-frequency Synthetic Aperture
Radar satellite, and applauded discussions that advance cooperation in Earth
observation, Mars and planetary exploration, heliophysics, human spaceflight, and
commercial space cooperation.

Prime Minister Modi and President Trump expressed their desire to increase higher
education collaboration and educational exchange opportunities, including through
the "Young Innovators” internships, and welcomed the recent growth in the number of
Indian students in the United States.
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In support of global efforts to prevent, detect, and respond to disease outbreaks such
as novel COVID-19, Prime Minister Modi and President Trump committed to
continuing their successful efforts in the areas of prevention, early detection, and
rapid outbreak response. They hailed a bilateral Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) that seeks to promote access to high quality, safe, effective, and affordable
medications for Indian and U.S. consumers. They welcomed the conclusion of an
MoU which will help both countries address mental health challenges through
innovative approaches.

Strategic Convergence in the Indo-Pacific

A close partnership between India and the United States is central to a free, open,
inclusive, peaceful and prosperous Indo-Pacific region. This cooperation is
underpinned by recognition of ASEAN centrality; adherence to international law and
good governance; support for safety and freedom of navigation, overflight and other
lawful uses of the seas; and unimpeded lawful commerce; and advocacy for peaceful
resolution of maritime disputes in accordance with international law.

The United States appreciates India’s role as a net provider of security, as well as
developmental and humanitarian assistance in the Indian Ocean Region. India and
the United States remain committed to sustainable, transparent, quality infrastructure
development in the region. Prime Minister Modi and President Trump welcomed the
U.S. International Development Finance Corporation (DFC) announcement of a $600
million financing facility for renewable energy projects in India, and the DFC’s
decision to establish a permanent presence in India this year.

Taking note of their countries’ shared commitment to advancing effective
development solutions in the Indo-Pacific and globally, Prime Minister Modi and
President Trump look forward to a new partnership between USAID and India’s
Development Partnership Administration for cooperation in third countries.

India and the United States took note of efforts towards a meaningful Code of
Conduct in the South China Sea and solemnly urged that it not prejudice the
legitimate rights and interests of all nations according to international law.

Prime Minister Modi and President Trump decided to strengthen consultation through
the India-U.S.-Japan trilateral summits; the 2+2 Ministerial meeting mechanism of the
Foreign and Defence Ministers of India and the United States; and the India-U.S.-
Australia-Japan Quadrilateral consultations, among others. Prime Minister Modi and
President Trump looked forward to enhanced maritime domain awareness sharing
among the United States, India, and other partners.
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Partnership for Global Leadership

Prime Minister Modi and President Trump committed to working together to
strengthen and reform the United Nations and other international organizations and
ensure their integrity. President Trump reaffirmed the support of the United States for
India’s permanent membership on a reformed U.N. Security Council. He also
reaffirmed U.S. support for India’s entry to the Nuclear Suppliers Group without any
delay.

India and the United States recognize that, to contain the build-up of sovereign debt
in developing and low-income countries, it is important to ensure responsible,
transparent, and sustainable financing practices for borrowers and creditors. Prime
Minister Modi and President Trump expressed interest in the concept of the Blue Dot
Network, a multi-stakeholder initiative that will bring governments, the private sector,
and civil society together to promote high-quality trusted standards for global
infrastructure development.

Prime Minister Modi and President Trump noted the importance of advancing
education, economic empowerment and entrepreneurship of women and girls through
finance, training, and mentorship initiatives, as well as measures to promote their full
and free participation in the economy, in line with the United States’ Women’s Global
Development and Prosperity (W-GDP) Initiative and the Government of India’s ‘Beti
Bachao Beti Padhao’ programme.

India and the United States share interest in a united, sovereign, democratic,
inclusive, stable and prosperous Afghanistan. They support an Afghan-led and
Afghan-owned peace and reconciliation process that results in a sustainable peace;
cessation of violence; elimination of terrorist safe havens; and preservation of the
gains of the last 18 years. President Trump welcomed India’s role in continuing to
provide development and security assistance to help stabilize and provide
connectivity in Afghanistan.

Prime Minister Modi and President Trump denounced any use of terrorist proxies and
strongly condemned cross-border terrorism in all its forms. They called on Pakistan to
ensure that no territory under its control is used to launch terrorist attacks, and to
expeditiously bring to justice the perpetrators of such attacks, including 26/11 Mumbai
and Pathankot. They called for concerted action against all terrorist groups including
Al-Qa’ida, ISIS, Jaish-e-Mohammad, Lashkar-e-Tayyiba, Hizb-ul Mujahideen, the
Haqqani Network, TTP, D-Company, and all their affiliates.

India and the United States are committed to an open, reliable, and secure Internet
that facilitates trade and communication. India and the United States recognized the
need for an innovative digital ecosystem that is secure and reliable, and facilitates the
flow of information and data. The leaders intend to foster cooperation among their
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industry and academia for open, secure, and resilient supply of strategic materials
and critical infrastucture, and to independently evaluate the risk associated with
deployment of emerging technologies.
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MOUS EXCHANGED DURING THE STATE VISIT OF
PRESIDENT OF MYANMAR

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Myanmar

Prime Minister's Office

MoUs Exchanged during the State Visit of President of
Myanmar

Posted On: 27 FEB 2020 4:31PM by PIB Delhi

 

S.N
o

MoU/Agreement Signatory (India)
Signatory
(Myanmar)

Exchange

1

MoU on Cooperation for
Prevention of Trafficking in
Persons; Rescue, Recovery,
Repatriation and Re-
Integration of Victims of
Trafficking

HE Shri Saurabh
Kumar;
Ambassador of India
to Myanmar

HE Moe Kyaw
Aung
Ambassador of
Myanmar to India

Same as signatories

2

Agreement between the
Government of the Republic of
India and the Government of
the Republic of the Union of
Myanmar regarding Indian
Grant Assistance for
Implementation of Quick
Impact Projects (QIP)

HE Shri Saurabh
Kumar;
Ambassador of India
to Myanmar

HE Moe Kyaw
Aung
Ambassador of
Myanmar to India

Same as signatories

3

Project Agreement between
Rakhine State Government
and Embassy of India, Yangon
for construction of incinerator
in Mrauk Oo township hospital,
construction of seed storage
houses and water supply
systems in Gwa township
under Rakhine State
Development Programme

HE Shri Saurabh
Kumar;
Ambassador of India
to Myanmar

HE Moe Kyaw
Aung
Ambassador of
Myanmar to India

Same as signatories

4

Project Agreement between
Rakhine State Government
and Embassy of India, Yangon
for distribution of electricity by
solar power in five townships
of Rakhine State under
Rakhine State Development
Program

HE Shri Saurabh
Kumar;
Ambassador of India
to Myanmar

HE Moe Kyaw
Aung
Ambassador of
Myanmar to India

Same as signatories

5

Project Agreement between
Rakhine State Government
and Embassy of India, Yangon

HE Shri Saurabh
Kumar;
Ambassador of India

HE Moe Kyaw
Aung
Ambassador of

Same as signatories
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for construction of
Kyawlyaung- Ohlphyu road,
construction of Kyaung Taung
Kyaw Paung road in
Buthedaung Township under
Rakhine State Development
Program

to Myanmar Myanmar to India

6

Project Agreement Between
Ministry of Social Welfare,
Relief and Resettlement and
Embassy of India, Yangon for
construction of pre-schools
under Rakhine State
Development Programme

HE Shri Saurabh
Kumar;
Ambassador of India
to Myanmar

HE Moe Kyaw
Aung
Ambassador of
Myanmar to India

Same as signatories

7

MoU for Cooperation on
Combating Timber Trafficking,
and Conservation of Tigers
and other Wildlife

HE Shri Saurabh
Kumar;
Ambassador of India
to Myanmar

HE Moe Kyaw
Aung
Ambassador of
Myanmar to India

Same as signatories

8

MoU between India (MoPNG)
and Myanmar (Ministry of
Electricity & Energy) for
cooperation in the field of
petroleum products

Shri Sunil Kumar
Joint Secretary
Ministry of
Petroleum and
Natural Gas
Republic of India

U Than Zaw
Director General,
Oil & Gas
Planning
Department,
Ministry of
Electricity &
Energy

Ambassador of India
to Myanmar Shri
Saurabh Kumar and
Ambassador of
Myanmar to India Mr.
Moe Kyaw Aung

9

MoU between the Ministry of
Communications of the
Republic of India and the
Ministry of Transport &
Communications of Myanmar
on cooperation in the field of
communication

Mr. Anshu Prakash,
Secretary,
Department of
Telecommunications
, Ministry of
Communications

H.E Moe Kyaw
Aung,
Ambassador of
Myanmar

Same as signatories

***
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